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Roadmap 
1. Overview: Reading the Republic 
2. “Plato’s Glaucon?” 

a. Dissuasion from entering politics prior to self-care 
b. Distinguishing images (esp. polis) from what they represent (esp. psychē) 

3. Imaging in the Republic: Myths, Analogies, and Imitations 
a. Socrates’ analysis of images (eikōnes, eidōla, muthologein, mimēsis, dēmiourgia) 
b. Socrates’ use of images 

i. The City 
ii. The Ship 

iii. The Divided Line 
iv. The Cave 
v. The Inner Animals  

vi. The Myth of Er 
4. Glaucon: Nourished on eikōnes? 
5. Not taking it literally: The shift from imitation and the non-rational soul (Book 10) 

Translations lightly adapted from Cooper & Hutchinson 1997. 

1. Introduction 

Overview: Books 1-10 
Note that the ten-book division may be partially arbitrary; a six-book division was also current in 
antiquity (Sedley 2013). 

1. What is justice (dikaiosunē)? Is the just life better than the unjust life? No trivial question 
(352D). Justice as principle of coherence in any complex. Thrasymachus, Socrates. Aporia. 

2. Is the just life really better than the unjust life? Plato’s brothers Glaucon and Adeimantus. The 
Ring of Gyges. The city (polis)–soul (psychē) analogy (368C-369C), leading to the creation of 
a “polis in words” (poiōmen… logōi). Origins and foundations of poleis with “each doing their 
own work”. The simple and sustainable “city of pigs,” which has craft specialization but no 
class divisions, rejected by Glaucon in favour of luxuries, necessitating military power and the 
education of “guardians” through music and poetry. Discussion of mythology. 

3. Guardian education continued: poetry and mythology, physical exercise, etc. Constitution 
(politeia) of the best polis. 

4. Constitution continued; study of justice is transferred back to the tripartite psychē 
(logos, thumos, epithumia). Three “motivational streams” (Shields 2010) differ: principle of 
non-contradiction. Harmony of three motivational streams as just “inner city.” 
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5. Focus on education; philosophers as rulers; equality of men and women; kinds of knowledge; 
the Pattern of the Good. Competent rulers need to move from sensation → opinion → 
reasoning → knowledge, arriving at a direct apprehension of Patterns. “Come as close to [the 
pattern] as possible and participate it in more than anyone else” (472C). 

6. Degrees of belief and knowledge; the simile of the divided line (509D). 

7. The effects of education; the allegory of the Cave (514A); the education of guardians. 

8. How poleis disintegrate: meritocracy → timocracy → oligarchy → democracy → tyranny. 

9. Poleis, continued; conclusion that justice is always better than injustice; recognition that the 
philosopher will attend to the politeia inside her soul. 

10. Limitations and danger of mimetic artwork (image-making); the immortality of psychē; 
benefits of justice for the living being; eternal value of justice in the next life: the Myth of Er. 

Reading the Republic: Select interpretations 
Genre  

• The Sōkratikos logos (e.g. Aristotle, Poetics 1447a280-b2); the Socratic movement 

 ‘Political’ readings 

Characterizing political philosophy 

‘Standard’ Reading: e.g., Popper 1945 

C.D.C. Reeve 1988 

[A] prevalent and resilient interpretative myth… is that is that the Republic is neither a 
philosophically nor an artistically unified work…. [Another myth] is that the Republic 
preaches totalitarianism, that the ideal city or Kallipolis it describes is a police state…. Few 
Plato scholars subscribe to this myth. But outside the ranks of specialists, it is as 
widespread and resilient... —C.D.C. Reeve, Philosopher-Kings (1988), xi-xii 

Metaphorical (psychological) readings 

Waterfield 1993 

Robin Waterfield, Plato: Republic (Oxford, 1993). “It is possible to read the book as a 
predominantly individualist approach to the issues, with the traditional political 
terminology of the debate suborned and largely turned over to metaphorical purposes, to 
describe the inner state of the individual (xvi).” 

Julia Annas 1999 

Julia Annas, Platonic Ethics: Old and New (1999), ch. 4. “Why should we read the work as 
primarily a political one? […] The political suggestions themselves are absurd if the details 
are taken literally …. [T]he political parts of the book are brief and underdeveloped. To 
treat the book as a contribution to political theory is to privilege just those parts of it that 
need most interpretation and hermeneutic infill to make them even coherent…” 
[Objection] “There are difficulties with the view that what Plato says about the state is 
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meant merely as metaphor, however. If each political proposal is a metaphor for something 
to do with the individual… then we have to look for a thoroughgoing set of detailed 
correspondences, and this rapidly becomes unconvincing…” (72; 82-83) 

Ancient Readings: Proclus 

The Skopos: Justice + the politeia of the psychē and polis (in Remp. I 8.6–11.4). 

The city-soul analogy: likenesses of scale (see also below on Book 2) 

 “Since we aren’t clever people (ou deinoi), we should adopt the method of investigation 
that we’d use if, lacking keen eyesight, we were told to read small letters (grammata smikra) 
from a distance and then noticed that the same letters existed elsewhere in a larger size and 
on a larger surface (grammata meizō te kai en meizoni)… So, if you’re willing, let’s first find 
out what sort of thing justice is in cities (en tais polesi) and afterwards look for it in the 
individual (en heni hekastōi), observing the ways in which the smaller is similar (homoiotēs) 
to the larger. —That seems fine to me. —If we could watch a city coming to be in words 
(logōi), wouldn’t we also see its justice coming to be…?” [2, 368C-369C] 

Does injustice lose its power to cause dissension when it arises within a single individual, 
or will it preserve it intact? […] We must now examine, as we proposed before, whether 
just people (dikaioi) also live better and are happier (eudaimonesteroi) than unjust ones. I 
think it’s clear already that this is so, but we must look into it further, since the argument 
concerns no ordinary topic but the way we ought to live (hontina tropon chrē zēn). [1, 
351E, 352D; cf. 9, 588 below 

2. Plato’s Glaucon: No politics before self-cultivation 
Plato, Apology 29E. [A]s long as I draw breath and am able, I shall not cease to practice 
philosophy, to exhort you and in my usual way to point out to any one of you whom I happen to 
meet: “Good Sir, you are an Athenian […] are you not ashamed of your eagerness to possess as 
much wealth, reputation, and honors as possible, while you do not care for nor give thought to 
wisdom or truth, or the best possible state of your psychē?” 

Socratic Dissuasion: Xenophon, Memorabilia 3.6.1 & Plato [?], Alcibiades I 

Xenophon, Memorabilia 3.6.1 Ariston’s son [i.e., Plato’s brother], Glaucon, was 
attempting to become an orator and striving for headship in the state, though he was less 
than twenty years old; and none of his friends or relations could check him, though he 
would get himself dragged from the platform (bēma) and make himself a laughing-stock. 
Only Socrates, who took an interest in him for the sake of Plato and Glaucon's son 
Charmides, managed to check him… (Tr. Marchant) [Intended dramatic date(s) of 
Republic are unclear; but some elements imply c. 421, when Plato’s brothers may be in 
their early twenties]. 

 Xenophon, Memorabilia 3.6 [Plato?], Alcibiades I 

1 Glaucon longs to enter politics (2) Alcibiades longs to enter politics (105A-B) 
2 Motivated by honour (2-3) Motivated by honour (105B-106A) 
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3 To achieve honour, first benefit the polis (e.g., Xen. 3-4: ōphelēteia soi hē polis esti). 
4 To reliably benefit a polis, a household (oikos), or 

an individual, one needs expert knowledge about 
relevant aspects of their needs. (15-16) 

To reliably benefit a polis, one needs expert, 
domain-specific knowledge (106C-107A), like a 
craft expert’s (107E) 

5 [Detailed examination of Glaucon for expert 
knowledge about relevant aspects of the polis, 
which G. proves to lack—reductio ad absurdum] 

[Detailed examination of Alcibiades for expert 
knowledge about relevant aspects of the polis, 
which A. proves to lack—a reductio ad absurdum] 

6 Income (4-5)  
7 Foreign policy (8-9) Foreign policy (108D-109D) and especially justice 

on large and small scales 
8 Naval and military strategy and construction (9-

10) 
Naval construction and building (107B-D) 

9 Defence & Economy (10-12)  
10 Public Health (12-14) Public health (107C) 
11 Only the person who can reliably benefit the 

immediate group (oikos) can reliably benefit the 
polis (14) 

Only the person who can reliably benefit the 
household (oikos) can reliably benefit the polis 
(133D). 

12 Only the person who can reliably benefit the 
individual can reliably benefit the household or 
polis (14-15). 

Only the person who can reliably benefit himself or 
herself can benefit the polis (133E): therefore, self-
cultivation (epimeleia) is a prerequisite (128A). 

13 Wisdom as necessary condition for individual, 
household, or communal benefit: therefore, study 
philosophy (15-18). 

Virtue and wisdom are therefore a necessary 
condition for benefit on any scale (135A). “What 
you need … isn’t political power, nor authority… 
what you need is justice and moderation” (134D). 

Plato [?], Letter VII. When I was a young man I had the same ambition as many others: I 
thought of entering politics as soon as I came of age… The constitution (politeia) we had 
was overthrown… a new government [the Thirty Tyrants] was set up… Some of these 
men happened to be my relatives, and they invited me to join them at once… But as I 
watched them they showed in a short time that the preceding constitution had been a 
precious thing. 

Plato, Republic 9, 591B-592B. Socrates: Rather, he’ll look to the constitution within him 
(en autōi politeia)… Glaucon: If that’s his chief concern, he won't be willing to take part in 
politics (ouk ara… ta ge politika ethelēsei prattein). —Yes, by the dog, he certainly will, at 
least in his own polis (en ge tēi heautou polei kai mala)… perhaps there is a paradigm 
(paradeigma) of it in heaven, for anyone who wants to behold it, and in doing so, to settle 
himself there as a citizen (katoikizein). It makes no difference whether it is or ever will be 
somewhere (pou), for he would take part in the practical affairs (praxeien) of that polis and 
no other. —That seems likely (eikos), he said. 
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3. Imaging in the Republic 

Socrates and Glaucon’s analysis of images and imitation 
Eikōn, eidōlon, mythologein, dēmiourgia, and mimēsis 

Mythologizing as Nourishing the (Lower Parts of the) Soul 

• Is it, then, only poets we have to oversee, compelling them to make an image (eikōn) of a good 
character (ēthos) in their poems, or else not to compose them among us? Or should we also 
oversee the other craftsmen (dēmiourgois) and prevent them from creating (empoiein) this sort 
of bad (kakoēthes), uncontrolled, unfree, misshapen character in their images (eikosi) of living 
beings or buildings or any other sort of creation (dēmiourgoumenōi), [… lest] our guardians be 
nourished (trephomenoi) among bad images (kakias eikosi), as if in a meadow of bad grass (en 
kakēi botanēi), where they crop and graze (drepomenoi te kai nemomenoi) in many different 
places every day, until, little by little, they unwittingly accumulate a large dose of badness in 
their psychai? Or must we rather seek out dēmiourgoi who have the natural capacity to pursue 
what is beautiful and shapely… [3, 401B-D] 

• Aren’t these the reasons, Glaucon, that nourishment in mousikē is most important (kuriōtatē 
en mousikēi trophē)? First, because rhythm and harmony (rhythmos kai harmonia) permeate the 
inner part of the soul more than anything else, affecting it most strongly and bringing it good 
shape (euskhēmosunē), and making it well-shaped (euskhēmōn)… second, because anyone who 
has been properly nourished in mousikē will sense it acutely when something has been omitted 
from a thing and when it hasn't been beautifully crafted (kalōs dēmiourgēthentōn) or finely 
made by nature. And since he has the right distastes, he’ll praise beautiful things, be pleased 
by them, receive them into his soul, and being nurtured by them (trephoit’), become beautiful 
and good (kalos kagathos)… [3, 401D-402A] 

Soul-nourishment—rational and non-rational—in Phaedrus and Phaedo 

• Now a god’s mind (dianoia) is nourished (trephomenē) by intelligence (nōi) and pure 
knowledge (epistēmē), as is the mind of any soul that is concerned to take in what is 
appropriate to it, and so it is delighted at last to be seeing what is real and contemplating what 
is true, feeding on all this and feeling wonderful, until the circular motion brings it around to 
where it started. On the way around it has a view of Justice (dikaiosunē) as it is; it has a view 
of moderation (sophrosunē); it has a view of knowledge (epistēmē)—not the knowledge that is 
close to coming-to-be, that becomes different as it knows the different things which we 
consider real down here. No, it is the knowledge of what really is what it is. And when the 
soul has seen all the things that are as they are and feasted on them, it sinks back inside 
heaven and goes home. On its arrival, the charioteer stables the horses [i.e., thumos and 
epithumia] by the manger, throws in ambrosia, and gives them nectar to drink besides…. [But 
some souls] leave without having seen reality, uninitiated, and when they have gone they will 
depend on what they think is nourishment—their own opinions (trophēi doxastēi khrōntai). 
… The reason there is so much eagerness to see the plain (pedion) where truth stands is that 
this pasture (leimōn) has the grass that is the right food (nomē) for the best part of the soul, 
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and it is the nature of the wings that lift up the soul to be nourished by it [Phaedrus 247C–
248B] 

• For the soul takes with it to the other world nothing but its education (paideia) and nurture 
(trophē), and these are said to benefit or injure the departed greatly from the very beginning of 
his journey thither. [Phaedo 107B-E]. 

Reflections: Seeking patterns in likenesses 

• [See the City-Soul Analogy, above, 2, 368C-369C] 

• Falsehood in words (logoi) is a kind of imitation (mimēma) of this affection in the soul, an 
image (eidōlon) of it that comes into being after it, and is not a pure falsehood. [2, 382B-C] 

• And isn’t it also true that if there are images (eikōnes) of letters reflected in mirrors or water 
(hudasin ē en katoptrois), we won’t know them until we know the letters themselves (auta 
gnōmen), for both abilities are parts of the same craft (technē) and discipline (meletē)… Then, 
by the gods, am I not right in saying that neither we, nor the guardians we are raising, will be 
educated in music and poetry until we know the different patterns of moderation (sophrosunē) 
and courage (andreia) and freedom (eleutheriotēs) and magnificence and their kindred, and 
their opposites too, which are moving around everywhere, and see them in the things in 
which they are (enonta), both themselves and their images (eikōnes), and do not disregard 
them, whether they are written on small things or large (en smikrois mēte en megalois), but 
accept that the knowledge of both large and small letters is part of the same craft (technē) and 
discipline (meletē)?… Therefore, if someone’s soul has a fine and beautiful character and his 
body matches it in beauty… so that both share in the same pattern (eidos), wouldn’t that be 
the most beautiful sight for anyone with the capacity to contemplate (theasthai)…  [3, 402B-
C] 

• [The simile of the divided line.] Understand (noēson), then, that, as we said, there are… these 
two kinds of things, visible (horaton) and intelligible (noēton)… It is like (hōsper) a line 
divided into two unequal sections.  
 Then divide each section—namely, that of the visible and that of the intelligible—in the 
same ratio as the line.  
 In terms now of relative clarity and opacity, one subsection of the visible consists in images 
(eikōnes). And by images I mean, first, shadows (skiai), then reflections (phantasmata) in water 
and in all close-packed, smooth, and shiny materials, and everything of that sort… In the 
other subsection of the visible, put the originals of these images (hōi tout eoiken), namely the 
animals around us, all the plants, and the whole class of manufactured things (skeuaston)… as 
the opinable (doxaston) is to the knowable (gnōston), so the likeness (homoiōthen) is to the 
thing that it is like (hōi homoiōthē)…  
 Consider now how the section of the intelligible is to be divided… In one subsection, the 
soul, using as images (eikosi) the things that were imitated (mimētheisin) before, is forced to 
investigate from hypotheses, proceeding not to a first principle but to a conclusion… [I]n the 
other subsection… it makes its way to a first principle that is not a hypothesis, proceeding 
from a hypothesis but without the images used in the previous subsection, using patterns 
(eidē) themselves and making its investigation through them… [6, 509D-510B] 
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Imitation (before book 10) 

• It seems, then, that if a man, who through his wisdom (sophia) can become anything and 
imitate (mimeisthai) anything, should arrive in our city, wanting to give a performance of his 
poems, we should bow down before him as someone holy (hieros), wonderful (thaumaston), 
and pleasing (hēdun), but we should tell him that there is no one like him in our city and it 
isn’t lawful for there to be. [3, 397E-398B] 

Imaging vs. Dialectic: The long road 

• That, then, is sufficient on the subject of the soul’s immortality. Now here is what we must 
say about its pattern (idea). To describe what the soul actually is would require a very long 
account, altogether a task for a god in every way (theias… kai makras diēgēsis); but to say what 
it is like (eoiken) is humanly possible and takes less time. So let us do the second in our 
speech. Let us then liken the soul to the natural union of a team of winged horses and their 
charioteer… [Phaedrus 246A] 

• [Anticipating the tripartition of the soul (psychē) into reason (logos), emotion (thumos), 
appetite (epithumia)] —But you should know, Glaucon, that, in my opinion, we will 
never get a precise answer (akribōs) using our present methods of argument (en tois logois 
chrōmetha)—although there is another longer and fuller road (makrotera kai pleiōn hodos) 
that does lead to such an answer. [4, 435C-D] 

• We said, I believe, that, in order to get the finest possible view of these matters [i.e., 
virtues] we would need to take a longer road that would make them plain to anyone who 
took it but that it was possible to give demonstrations of what they are that would be up 
to the standard of the previous argument…. A guardian of a city… must take the longer 
road and put as much effort into learning as into physical training. [6, 504B-D] 

• Do you want us to consider how such people [as philosophers] will come to be in our 
city and how—just as some are said to have gone up from Hades to the gods—we’ll lead 
them up to the light? —Of course I do. —This isn’t, it seems, a matter of tossing a coin, 
but of turning a soul from a day that is a kind of night to the true day—the ascent to 
what is, which we say is true philosophy. —Indeed. —Then mustn’t we try to discover 
the subjects that have the capacity to bring this about? [7, 521B-D] [Beginning at 521C, 
candidate subjects are enumerated, including physical training, music, and crafts, none 
of which have the capacity to introduce this “turn.” The discovery of the correct kind of 
subject begins from counting, the study of the one [524D-525A], followed by planar 
geometry, solid geometry, astronomy (alluding also to what is “beyond the heavens”, i.e. 
dialectical: 529D-E; see also Phaedrus 247C, above) and analogous harmonic studies 
(note the use of eikōn for an analogy of injury with over-emphasis on the physical 
element of music). Socrates then describes dialectic, cresting the ladder, at 532A]. 

• Then isn’t this at last, Glaucon, the song that dialectic (dialegesthai) sings? It is 
intelligible (onta noēton), but it is imitated (mimoit’) by the capacity of sight. We said [in 
the allegory of the cave] that sight tries at last to look at the animals themselves, the stars 
themselves, and, in the end, at the sun itself. In the same way, whenever someone tries, 
using dialectic (dialegesthai), apart from all sense-perceptions (aisthēseis), through reason 
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(logos), to find the being itself of each thing, and doesn’t give up until he grasps the good 
(agathon) itself with understanding (noēsis) itself, he reaches the goal (telos) of the 
intelligible, just as the other [in the allegory] reached the goal of the visible… And what 
about this journey (poreia)? Don’t you call it dialectic (dialektikē)? [7, 532A-B] 

• —I accept that this is so, even though it seems very hard to accept in one way and hard 
not to accept in another… let’s assume (tauta thentes) that what you’ve said is so… So tell 
us: what is the sort of capacity that dialectic has, what patterns is it divided into, and 
what paths does it follow? For these lead at last, it seems, toward that place which is a 
rest from the road, so to speak, and an end of journeying for the one who reaches it. 
 You won’t be able to follow me any longer, Glaucon, even though there is no lack of 
eagerness (prothumia) on my part to lead you, for you would no longer be seeing an 
image (eikōn) of what we’re describing, but the truth itself. At any rate, that’s how it 
seems to me. That it is really so is not worth insisting on any further. But that there is 
some such thing to be seen, that is something we must insist on. Isn’t that so? [7, 532D–
533A] 

Socrates and Glaucon’s use of images 
1. The inner animals (book 9) 

• [Describing how to examine justice and whether it benefits the soul for the good life] 
Let’s discuss (dialegōmetha) this with [Thrasymachus, who advocated for the unjust life 
in Book 1], since we’ve agreed on the respective capacities (dunameis) that injustice and 
justice have… by fashioning an image (eikōn plasantes) of the soul in words (logōi), so 
that the person who says this sort of thing will know what he is saying… one of those 
like ancient myths (muthologountai palaiai) tell us used to come into being… fashion a 
single kind of multicoloured beast with a ring of many heads that it can grow and change 
at will—some from gentle, some from savage animals… that’s work for a wonderful 
(deinos) artist, but since words are more malleable than wax and the like, consider it 
done. Then fashion one other kind, that of a lion, and another of a human being… Now 
join the three of them into one… Then, fashion (periplason) around them the image of 
one of them, that of a human being… then, if someone maintains that injustice profits 
this… let’s tell him that he is simply saying that it is beneficial for him, first, to feed the 
multiform beast… second, to starve and weaken the human being… and, third, to leave 
the parts to bit and kill one another rather than accustoming them to one another and 
making them friendly. But, on the other hand, wouldn’t someone who maintains that 
just things are profitable be saying, first, that all our words and deeds should insure that 
the human being within this human being has the most control…” [9, 588B-589C] 

2. The city (books 2-10) 

• Come then, let us create (poiōmen) a city in words (logōi), from the beginning (archē)… [2, 
368C-369C] …  

• Come then, like myth-makers (en muthōi muthologountes)… let’s portray in words (logōi) the 
education of these men. [2, 376D] …  
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• [T]he young aren’t able to distinguish what is allegorical (huponoia) and what is not, but 
whatever opinions (doxai) are taken into the mind at that age are wont to prove indelible 
and unalterable… You and I, Adeimantus, aren’t poets, but we are founding a city (ouk 
esmen poiētai… all’ oikistai poleōs). And it’s appropriate for the founders to know the 
patterns (tupoi) on which poets must mythologize (muthologein)… [2, 378D-E] 
[Concerning which character traits should be attributed to the gods, especially their 
mutual harmony; cf. 6, 600B-D]. 

• Let us put it this way… each doing its own work… would be justice… [but] let’s not take 
that as secure just yet, but if we find that the same pattern (eidos), when it comes to be in each 
individual person (eis hena hekaston tōn anthrōpon), is accepted as justice there as well, we can 
assent to it… Indeed, Glaucon, the principle that it is right for someone who is by nature a 
cobbler to practice cobbling and nothing else, for the carpenter to practice carpentry, and the 
same for the others is a sort of image (eidōlon) of justice—that’s why it’s beneficial… The 
cause [of justice] is that every part [of a complex]… does its own [work]” (hekasto ta hautou 
prattei) […] Justice is indeed [doing one’s own work], yet not concerned with what’s external 
but rather with what’s internal, with what’s truly oneself and one’s own” (ou peri tēn exō 
praxin tōn hautou, alla peri tēn entos, hōs alēthōs peri heauton kai ta heautou). [4, 443B-C] 

3. The ship (book 6) 

• The question you ask [about the utility of philosophers in civic life] needs to be answered by 
means of an image or simile (eikōn). —And you, of course, aren’t used to speaking in similes 
(di’ eikonōn)! —So! Are you making fun of me now that you’ve landed me with a claim that’s 
so hard to establish? In any case, listen to my simile, and you’ll appreciate all the more how 
greedy for images I am (gliskhrōs eikazō). What the most decent people experience in relation 
to their city is so hard to bear that there’s no other single experience like it. Hence to find an 
image of it and a defence for them, I must construct it from many sources, just as painters 
paint goat-stags by combining the features of different things. Imagine, then, that something 
like the following happens on a ship or on many ships. [The simile of the ship follows: the 
shipowner is strongest but has poor vision, hearing, and grasp of seafaring; ignorant sailors 
quarrel among themselves about navigation and try to get control; and the genuine navigator 
who looks to the stars is ridiculed]. I don’t think you need to examine the image in detail to 
see that the ships resemble (eoiken) cities in their attitude to true philosophers…. Then first 
tell this image to anyone who wonders why philosophers aren’t honoured in the poleis… Tell 
him that he’ll make no mistake in likening those who rule in our cities at present to the sailors 
we mentioned just now, and those who are called useless stargazers to the true captains. [6, 
487E–489C] 

4. The divided line (book 6) 

• Understand (noēson), then, that, as we said, there are… these two kinds of things, visible 
(horaton) and intelligible (noēton)… It is like (hōsper) a line divided into two unequal 
sections.  
 Then divide each section—namely, that of the visible and that of the intelligible—in 
the same ratio as the line.  
 In terms now of relative clarity and opacity, one subsection of the visible consists in 
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images (eikōnes). And by images I mean, first, shadows (skiai), then reflections 
(phantasmata) in water and in all close-packed, smooth, and shiny materials, and 
everything of that sort… In the other subsection of the visible, put the originals of these 
images (hōi tout eoiken), namely the animals around us, all the plants, and the whole class 
of manufactured things (skeuaston)… as the opinable (doxaston) is to the knowable 
(gnōston), so the likeness (homoiōthen) is to the thing that it is like (hōi homoiōthē)…  
 Consider now how the section of the intelligible is to be divided… In one subsection, 
the soul, using as images (eikosi) the things that were imitated (mimētheisin) before, is 
forced to investigate from hypotheses, proceeding not to a first principle but to a 
conclusion… [I]n the other subsection… it makes its way to a first principle that is not a 
hypothesis, proceeding from a hypothesis but without the images used in the previous 
subsection, using patterns (eidē) themselves and making its investigation through them… 
[6, 509D-510B] [Note consistency of representation as a principle of dividing up the 
line.] 
 Dialectic… does not consider these hypotheses as first principles but truly as 
hypotheses—but as stepping stones to take off from, enabling it to reach the 
unhypothetical first principle of everything. Having grasped this principle, it reverses 
itself and, keeping hold of what follows from it, comes down to a conclusion without 
making use of anything visible at all, but only of patterns (eidē) themselves, moving on 
from patterns to patterns, and ending in patterns. [6, 513B] 

5. The cave (book 7) 

• Next, I said, compare (apeikason) the effect of education (paideia) and of the lack of it on 
our nature to an experience like this. [Socrates begins to narrate the image (eikōn) of the 
cave, describing prisoners bound to see only the shadows of puppets operated behind 
them]. [7, 514A] —It’s a strange image (atopos eikōn) you’re describing, and strange 
prisoners. —They’re like (homoios) us. [7, 515A] 

o [Socrates envisages a prisoner being freed, experiencing challenges in perceiving 
the puppet “originals” of the shadows, and then the fire; then being dragged up 
into the sunlit world, and gradually gaining in ability to see shadows, then 
reflected images (eidōla), then real things, and then finally the Sun itself. 
Subsequent to this, she would find it difficult to see in the cave, and would be in 
danger from the cave-dwellers.] [7, 515C-517A] This whole image (eikōn), 
Glaucon, must be fitted together (prosapteon) with what we said before. The 
visible realm should be likened to the prison dwelling, and the light of the fire 
inside it to the power of the sun. And if you interpret the upward journey and 
the study of things above as the upward journey of the soul to the intelligible 
realm, you’ll grasp what I hope to convey, since that is what you wanted to hear 
about. Whether it’s true or not, only the god knows. [7, 517A] […] [T]he ones 
who get to this point are unwilling to occupy themselves with human affairs (ta 
tōn anthrōpōn) and that their souls are always pressing upwards, eager to spend 
their time above, for, after all, this is surely what we’d expect, if indeed things fit 
the image (eikōn) I described before. [7, 517C-D] … Observe… Glaucon, that 
we won’t be doing an injustice to those who’ve become philosophers in our city 
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and that what we’ll say to them, when we compel them to guard and care for the 
others, will be just. We’ll say: “…[E]ach of you in turn must go down to live in 
the common dwelling place of the others and grow accustomed to seeing in the 
dark. When you are used to it, you’ll see vastly better than the people there. And 
because you’ve seen the truth about beautiful, just, and good things, you’ll know 
each image (eidōla) for what it is and also that of which it is the image. Thus, for 
you and for us, the city will be governed, not like the majority of cities nowadays, 
by people who fight over shadows and struggle against one another in order to 
rule—as if that were a great good—but by people who are awake rather than 
dreaming, for the truth is surely this: A city whose prospective rulers are least 
eager to rule must of necessity be most free from civil war, whereas a city with 
the opposite kind of rulers is governed in the opposite way…. Then do you think 
that those we’ve nurtured (hoi trophimoi) will disobey us and refuse to share the 
labours of the city…? It isn’t possible, for we’ll be giving just orders to just 
people” [7, 515B–D]  

6. The Myth of Er (book 10) 

• “Tell me [about the rewards of justice for the immortal soul],” he said, “for there aren’t 
many things that I would hear with more pleasure (hēdion).” —“But I won’t tell you an 
‘apologos of Alkinous’ [proverbial for a lengthy tale, or a defense: cf. 607E-608A], but of 
a brave man, Er son of Armenias, from the Pamphylian race… [The Myth of Er 
follows.] [10, 614B] And thus, Glaucon, the myth (muthos) was saved and not lost, and 
it will save us, if we are persuaded by it (peithōmetha autōi), and we shall safely cross the 
River of Lethē, and keep our soul unstained. But if we are persuaded by me (emoi 
peithometha), we shall believe that the soul is immortal and able to endure every evil and 
every good, and we’ll always hold to the upward path, practicing justice (dikaiosunē) with 
wisdom (phronēsis) in every way. That way we’ll be friends	both to ourselves and to the 
gods while we remain here on earth and afterwards—like victors in the games who go 
around collecting their prizes—we’ll receive our rewards. Hence, both in this life and on 
the thousand-year journey we’ve described, we’ll do well and be happy. [10, 621B-D] 

4. Nourishing Glaucon 
• Socrates “nourishes” Glaucon with eikōnes, which should be evaluated by Socrates’ own 

standards 

o They are true representations and have good effects on the non-rational soul 

o But they are not to be taken literally (mistaking appearances and reality) 

o To take the city eikōn literally would be like mistaking the image for the reality 
(bottom of the divided line / cave) 

• Justice is indeed [doing one’s own work], yet not concerned with what’s external but 
rather with what’s internal, with what’s truly oneself and one’s own” (ou peri tēn exō 
praxin tōn hautou, alla peri tēn entos, hōs alēthōs peri heauton kai ta heautou). [4, 443B-C] 
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• You won’t be able to follow me any longer, Glaucon, even though there is no lack of 
eagerness (prothumia) on my part to lead you, for you would no longer be seeing an 
image (eikōn) of what we’re describing, but the truth itself. At any rate, that’s how it 
seems to me. That it is really so is not worth insisting on any further. But that there is 
some such thing to be seen, that is something we must insist on. Isn’t that so? [7, 532D–
533A] (Quoted above) 

• Then won’t a person of understanding direct all his efforts to attaining that [best] state 
of his soul? First he’ll value the studies that produce it and despise the others… 
 He will always cultivate the harmony (harmonia) of his body for the sake of the 
consonance (sumphonia) in his soul… if he’s to be truly trained in music and poetry…  
 Will he increase his wealth without limit and so have unlimited troubles? —No…  
 Rather, he’ll look to the constitution within him (en autōi politeia) and guard against 
disturbing anything in it, either by too much money or too little… 
 And he’ll look to the same thing where honours are concerned… he’ll avoid any public 
or private honour that might overthrow the established condition of his soul. 
 —If that’s his chief concern, he won't be willing to take part in politics (ouk ara… ta ge 
politika ethelēsei prattein). 
 Yes, by the dog, he certainly will, at least in his own polis (en ge tēi heautou polei kai 
mala); but he may not be willing to do so in his fatherland… 
 —I understand. You mean that he’ll be willing to take part in the politics of the city we 
were founding and describing, the one that exists in words (logos), for I don’t think it 
exists anywhere on earth. 
 But, I said, perhaps there is a paradigm (paradeigma) of it in heaven, for anyone who 
wants to behold it, and in doing so, to settle himself there as a citizen (katoikizein). It 
makes no difference whether it is or ever will be somewhere (pou), for he would take part 
in the practical affairs (praxeien) of that polis and no other.  
 That seems likely (eikos), he said. [9, 591B-592B] 

• There remains, Adeimantus, very few who consort with philosophy in a way that's 
worthy of her: a genuine, authentic character… who disdains the affairs of the polis and 
looks beyond them… my own case is hardly worth mentioning, my daimonic sign 
[which keeps Socrates out of politics: cf. Apology 31C-32A], because it has happened to 
no one or very few before me… [these few] have tasted how sweet and blessed a 
possession philosophy is, and at the same time they've also seen… that hardly anyone 
acts sanely when it comes to public affairs… Taking all this into account, they lead a 
quiet life and do their own work. Thus, like someone who takes refuge under a little wall 
(teichion) from a storm of dust or hail driven by the wind, the philosopher… is satisfied 
if he can somehow lead his present life free from injustice and impious acts and depart 
from it with good hope, blameless and content...  
 [H]e didn’t chance upon a constitution that suits him. Under a suitable one, his own 
growth will be fuller, and he’ll preserve the community (ta koina) as well… —But which 
of our present constitutions do you think is suitable for philosophers? —None of 
them… —[Is it] the constitution we described when we were founding our city 
(oikizontes)? —In other respects, it is; but there is one special further point we mentioned 
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even then [412A-B], that there must be some people in the city who understand (ton 
logon echein) the constitution, the same understanding that guided you, the lawgiver, 
when you laid down the laws… but we didn’t emphasize [this] sufficiently, for… its 
proof would be long and difficult (makran kai chalepēn). And indeed what remains is by 
no means easy to go through… if anything prevents us from doing it, it won’t be lack of 
willingness (mē boulesthai) but lack of ability (mē dunasthai). [6, 496A-E] 

• [Interpreted literally as a polis, the metaphor is periodically described by the interlocutors and 
Socrates as "ridiculous", "contemptible", or "impossible" (450D, 473C, cf. 592A), and 
Socrates suggests "we are speaking in jest" (536B). Republic-Eccleziasousae overlaps include: 
method of identifying parent-child relationships by age groups (Rep. 461C-465A, Eccl. 635-
43), the idea of a community of sex partners and children (423E,  457E-466D; 613-43), a 
community of property (416D-417B; 590-610), the absence of lawsuits (464DE; 657-72), 
and the establishment of common tables (416D-E, 458c, 464B; 673-86).] 

5. The turn from imitation and the non-rational: Inner unity 
Shift in book 10 (I): Is imitation to be moderated or let go altogether? 

Indeed, I said, our polis has many features that assure me that we were entirely right in 
settling (ōikizomen) it as we did, and when I say this, I’m especially thinking of poetry… 
[W]e didn’t admit any that is imitative (mimetikē). Now that we have distinguished the 
separate parts of the soul, it is even clearer, I think, that such poetry should be altogether 
(pantos) excluded… it is likely (eoiken) to distort (lōbē) the thought (dianoia) of anyone 
who hears it, unless he has the knowledge (eidenai) of what it really is (onta), as a drug to 
counteract it. [10, 595A] [On “distortion,” cf. 495D, 605C, 611C-D]. 

Could you tell me what imitation (mimēsis) in general is? You could do this quickly and in 
lots of places, especially if you were willing to take a mirror with you… With it you can 
quickly make the sun, the things in the heavens, the earth, yourself, the other animals, 
manufactured items, plants, and everything else mentioned just now. [596C-E] 

Yes, I could make them appear (phainomena), but I couldn’t make the things themselves as 
they truly are (onta… tēi alētheia). —Well put! You’ve extracted the point that’s crucial to 
the argument (eis deon erchēi tōi logōi). I suppose that the painter too belongs to this class 
of dēmiourgoi, doesn’t he? … And the carpenter… [596E-597A] At a third remove from 
the truth… Imitation… touches only a small part of each thing and a part that is itself 
only an image (eidolon)… 

Then shall we conclude that all poetic imitators (tous poiētikous mimētas), beginning with 
Homer, imitate images (eidōla) of virtue (aretē) and all the other things they write about, 
and have no grasp of the truth? [10, 600E] 

And on which of a person’s parts does it [imitation] exert its power? —What do you mean? 
—This: Something looked at from close at hand doesn’t seem to be the same size as it does 
when it is looked at from a distance…. And something looks crooked when seen in water, 
and straight when seen out of it, while something else looks both concave and convex 
because our eyes are deceived by its colours, and every other similar sort of confusion is 
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clearly present in our soul. And it is because they exploit this weakness in our nature that 
trompe l’oeil painting, conjuring, and other forms of trickery have powers that are little 
short of magical.  
 And don’t measuring (metrein), numbering (arithmein), and weighing (histanai) give us 
most welcome assistance? … [they are] the work of the rational part of the soul 
(logistikon)… but when this part has measured and has indicated that some things are 
larger or smaller or the same size as others, the opposite appears to it (phainetai) at the same 
time … And didn’t we say [436B-C] that it’s impossible for the same thing to believe 
opposites about the same thing at the same time? …  
 Then the part of the soul that forms a belief contrary to the measurements couldn’t be 
the same… imitation really consorts with a part of us that is far from reason. [602C-603B] 

An imitative poet… isn’t by nature related [to reason]… his cleverness isn’t directed to 
pleasing it. Instead, he’s related to the excitable and multicoloured character, since it is easy 
to imitate… he produces work that is inferior with respect to truth and that appeals to a 
part of the soul that is similarly inferior rather than to the best part… he arouses, nourishes 
(trephei), and strengthens this part of the soul and so destroys the rational one… an 
imitative poet puts a bad constitution in the soul of each individual by fashioning images 
(eidōla eidōlopoiounta) that are far removed from the truth and by gratifying the non-
rational part…  
 [B]ut the most serious charge… is that with a few rare exceptions it is able to distort 
(lōbasthai) even fairly good people (epieikeis).. when even the best of us hear Homer or 
other tragedian imitating one of the heroes sorrowing… you know that we enjoy it, give 
ourselves up to following it… [10, 605B-D] 

Shift in book 10 (2): Is the non-rational soul to be let go altogether?  
(Simple, Complex) 

It isn’t easy for anything composed of many parts to be immortal if it isn’t put together in 
the finest way, yet this is how the soul now appeared to us [i.e., divided into three parts, 
logos, thumos and epithumia]….  
 Yet our recent argument and others as well compel us to believe that the soul is 
immortal. But to see the soul as it is in truth, we must not contemplate it as it is while it is 
distorted (lelōbēmenon) by association with the body and other troubles—which is what we 
were doing earlier—but as it is in its pure state, that’s how we should contemplate the soul, 
using reason (logismos). We’ll then find that it is a much more beautiful thing than we 
thought, and that we can see justice (dikaiosunē) and injustice (adikia) as well as all the 
other things we’ve discussed far more clearly (enargesteron). What we’ve said about the soul 
is true of it as it appears at present.  
 But the condition in which we’ve studied it is like that of the sea god Glaucus, whose 
primary nature can’t easily be made out by those who catch glimpses of him. Some of his 
original parts have been broken off, others have been crushed, and his whole body has	
been maimed by the waves and by the shells, seaweeds, and stones that	have attached 
themselves to him, so that he looks more like a wild animal than his natural self. The soul, 
too, is in a similar condition when we study it, beset by many evils. That, Glaucon, is why 
we have to look somewhere else in order to discover its true nature… To its philosophy 
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(philosophia), or love of wisdom. We must realize what it grasps and longs to have 
intercourse with, because it is akin to the divine and immortal and what always is, and we 
must realize what it would become if it followed this longing with its whole being, and if 
the resulting effort lifted it out of the sea in which it now dwells, and if the many stones 
and shells (those which have grown all over it in a wild, earthy, and stony profusion 
because it feasts at those so-called happy feastings on earth) were hammered off it. Then 
we’d see what its true nature is and be able to determine whether it has many parts or just 
one and whether or in what manner it is put together. But we’ve already given a likely 
account (epieikōs), I think, of its experiences (pathē) and kinds (eidē) when it is immersed 
in human life. [10, 611B-612A] 

See Shields 2010: Phaedo (unitary soul) and Republic 4 (complex soul) 

The Myth of Er as a closing eikōn (above) 

• Republic 10 shows that images and the non-rational soul are shed in dialectic (the long 
road) 

• But the myth concludes this presentation for Glaucon, based on his capacity (Book 7) 

Bonus: The City of Pigs—The Unitary City? 
[The ‘City of Pigs’]. Socrates. They’ll produce bread, wine, clothes, and shoes... build 
houses, work naked and barefoot in summer, and wear adequate clothing and shoes in 
winter... They’ll put their honest cakes and loaves on reeds or clean leaves, and, reclining in 
beds strewn with yew and myrtle, they’ll feast with their children, drink their wine, and, 
crowned with wreaths, hymn the gods. They’ll enjoy sex with one another but bear no 
more children than their resources allow, lest they fall into either poverty or war.... they’ll 
roast myrtle or acorns before the fire, drinking moderately, and so they’ll live in peace and 
good health, and when they die at a ripe old age, bequeath a similar life to their children. 
Glaucon: It seems you make your people feast without delicacies... [as] if you were 
founding a city for pigs! […] they should recline on proper couches... have the delicacies 
and desserts that people have nowadays... Socrates: All right, I understand. It isn’t merely 
the origin of a city that we’re considering, but of a luxurious city... Yet the true city, in my 
opinion, is the one we’ve described, the healthy one, as it were. But let’s study a city with a 
fever, if that’s what you want. [2, 369B-372C] 

Is there philosophy in this city? 

Cf. Plato, Statesman 271E-72D. [In the golden age] “There was no war or internal 
dissent… they had no political constitutions… They had abundance of fruits from trees 
and many other plants… with so much leisure available to them and so much opportunity 
to get together in conversation… if they used all these advantages to do philosophy, 
discovering from all sorts of living beings whether any one of them had some capacity of its 
own that enabled it to see better in some way than the rest with respect to the gathering of 
wisdom, the judgement is easy, that those who lived then were far, far more fortunate than 
those who live now." 


